
MIDDLE EASTERN DANCE WITH SHIBAR! 
 

CLASS REQUIREMENTS 
 

INTERMEDIATE 
 
What to wear for class  
For class please wear something that shows or gives definition to; your ribcage, knees, feet, 
hipline and arms. All classes will be taught in bare feet. All classes require a hipscarf or 
belt of some kind that will fit on your hips. Any combination of the following suggestions 
will be fine:     ( NO BLUE JEANS OR LONG SKIRTS,PLEASE! ) 
Unitards 
Sport bras & bicycle shorts 
1 or 2 piece bathing suits 
straight legged spandex pants and a tight or tied up T-shirt 
Crop top & hip hugger mini skirt 
 
Hip scarf or belt  
Anything you can tie around, or hangs off of your hips. Having something on your hips helps 
you to mentally, as well as physically, focus on hip isolations. The movements of fringe 
accentuate the movements of the hips, and the jangling of coins is a musical validation of 
having achieved movement. A simple scarf (or two) tied around the hips is sufficient when 
for class or for practicing Belly Dance. 
 
Zils 
Zils (Turkish), Sagat (Arabic), or finger cymbals, are worn two on each hand. Never buy a 
pair of zils! They should be sold in sets of 4. These are traditional percussion instruments 
played by dancers. Intermediate you never know when I might work with zils so always 
bring them to class please. 
 
A Veil 
Please always bring a veil to class, as you never know when I might throw in some extra veil 
work! 
  
Music 
Although you can Belly Dance to any style of music, it’s extremely important that most often 
you practice to Belly Dance music. The music puts the dance into context and is the most 
important aspect. Understanding the music is far more important then costuming or 
choreography. There are as many different styles of music as there are costumes, so you 
may eventually want a collection of Middle Eastern style music. However start with one 
recording. A good rule of thumb is to buy what the teacher uses in class. This way the music 
is familiar and suited to the moves you’re practicing. If you don’t like what your teacher is 
using ask them to recommend something else or go surfing on the Internet. You can find 
reviews of music on our web-site and we also have links to sites that feature Middle Eastern 
music. 
 
FLOORWORK 
You may wear knee pads for floorwork to begin with, but once your’re comfortable with the 
floor you must take them off 



 
What to wear to practice 
You can practice in your underwear and a hipscarf or belt, if you wish. Or wear what you 
wear to class, while you slowly collect pieces of a costume together. Always “dress” to 
practice, if you can. It helps a beginner feel more like a dancer and it helps seasoned 
professionals develop the kinetic possibilities of their costume.  
 
I recommend you start with something for your hips, either a belt or hipscarf, or simply a veil 
tied around your hips. Now make or buy a skirt or harem pants or baladi dress to match the 
belt. These can be worn with a unitard, until you acquire a top or bra, that matches or 
compliments, what you already have. With a baladi dress, often all you need is the dress and 
a belt. 
 
 Don’ t spend too much money on costuming as a beginner, because your taste will grow and 
change very quickly as you learn more about the different styles. What I mean is, don’ t buy a 
$1,500 beaded two piece Madam Abla (A famous Egyptian designer & Attilier) right off the 
bat, because you may discover, in 6 months, that you really prefer American Tribal style to 
Raqs al Sharki.  
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#1 Shibar is wearing a sport bra and a coin belt (jeans are not reccomended) 
#2 Shibar is wearing a blue long sleeved unitard and beaded belt with a veil 
 
Shibar will ne offering a few belts, scarves, veils music and other costuming items for sale! 

For more resources and Middle Eatern dance in general visit :     

WWW.MOZUNA.COM 
 



INTERMEDIATE CLASS OUT-LINE 
 
WEEK #1 
Hand Dancing 
Abdominal Crunches 
Hip Circles within Circles 
Hip Crescents 
Raqs Sharki Ttraveling Hip Thrusts 
Floorwork –ascending and descending 
 
 
WEEK #2 
Hand movements 
Ribcage rolls, rolls w/shimmies 
Hip rolls, rolls w/shimmies 
Traveling basic Egyptian 
Turns (spins) 
More Floorwork 
 
 
WEEK #3 
Ululations 
Finger snapping 
“Bird Arms” 
Chest fig.8 w/Shimmies 
Hip fig. W/Shimmies 
Full body undulation 
Belly Rolls 
Turns 
More Floorwork 
 
 
WEEK #4 
Review  
 
 
WEEK #5 
More Veil, Double Veil 
More Zils 
Hip pushes  
Hip crescents 
¾ Hip Shimmy 
Lunging Hip Shimmy 
Turns w/Shimmies 
More Floorwork 
 
 
WEEK #6 
Assaya (cane) class 
 



WEEK #7 
Balance- 
Cane, sword, baskets, trays, fire 
 
 
WEEK #8 
Complete review and short student recital 
 
 
www.mozuna.com 
Shibar’ s web-site for more information on Belly Dance 
 
www.thebellydanceshop.com 
On the 7th floor of the Colwick Towers is Charlotte’ s only Belly Dance Store, The Belly 
Dance Shop! Run By Lee Ann Ertezuk the Belly Dance Shop is a wonderful source for 
costuming. Importing heavily from Turkey, Lee Ann is a Belly Dancer herself so she knows 
what dancers like and she’ s a sweet as the day is long so make sure you give her a call when 
you’ re ready to buy! 
Open to the public Tuesdays from 4-7pm and Wednesdays from 12-5pm, or call for appt.  
Ph. – 704 - 491-7019 
buy@thebellydanceshop.com 
 



INTERMEDIATE 
CLASS #1 
 
HANDS 
Yasmine’ s Finger Stretch 
 
Egyptian  
Wrist Roll 
 
ABDOMINAL 
CRUNCHES  
Crunch Together Rib 
cage and Pelvis 
 
Combinations: 
-Crunch Together 
-Ribcage Up 
-Ribcage Down 
 
-Crunch Together 
-Pelvis Down 
-Pelvis Up 
 
-Crunch Together 
-Ribcage Up 
-Ribcage Down 
-Pelvis Down 
-Pelvis Up 
-Ribcage Up 
-Ribcage Down 
 
ABDOMINAL 
MOVEMENTS 
Tummy Flutters 
 
HIPS 
Hip Crescents 
 
Little circle, big circle 
 
Two circles within a 
circle 
 
TRAVELING 
Raks al Sharki traveling  
hip twist forward w/one 
hip & on tip toes 
 
Raks al Sharki hip twist 
forward w/one hip & on 

tip toes, while turning 
backwards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE 
 
 
Practice dropping down 
to one knee, then spring 
back up without losing 
your balance or posture 
(keep the back straight & 
really work those legs!) 
 
 
 
 
Remember 
Always make sure the 
space for floor work is 
clear of dangers like 
rocks, twigs, glass, 
splinters, lit cigarettes, 
beads, coins, slippery 
rugs etc.! 
 
Always maintane good 
control, never slam your 
knees down on the floor, 
and never over stretch 
you can cause major 
damage! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FLOORWORK-
DESCENDING 
Simply descend 
gracefully & quickly to 
one knee arms by your 
sides, touch the floor, pop 
back up 
 
Descend gracefully & 
quickly to one knee arms 
out to the side at shoulder 
level 
 
Shoulder shimmy down 
 
Descend gracefully & 
quickly to one knee & 
while dropping down, 
raise arms over head; 
backs of hands together, 
once down do head slides 
with a pivoting upper 
torso. Don’ t pop back up 
from this, continue floor 
work 
 
ASCENDING 
From the position on one 
knee simply rise 
gracefully. 
 
Simply rise gracefully 
utilizing a shoulder 
shimmy as a distraction,  
 
On one knee, lean 
forward. Place your 
weight on the forward 
leg. Push up & slightly 
forward utilizing snake-
arms directly in front of 
you. while arms and 
upper torso pull, reaching 
up & forward, until you 
pull yourself up.  
 
 
 
 



     
 
 

 
 

THE ART OF FLOOR WORK 
 

 
 
 

 



THE ART OF FLOOR WORK 
 
DESCENDING 
Simply descend gracefully & quickly to one knee, arms by your sides, touch the floor, then 
pop back up 
 
Descend gracefully & quickly to one knee without touching the floor 
 
Descend gracefully & quickly to one knee, arms out to the side at shoulder level 
 

 
Descend gracefully & quickly to one knee: while dropping down, raise arms over head; 
backs of hands together, once down do head slides with a pivoting upper torso. Don’ t pop 
back up from this, continue floor work 
 
Descend gracefully & quickly to one knee 
w/Body Wave-ripple,  flow like melting wax 
 
ASCENDING 
 
From the position on one knee simply rise gracefully-“like Venus rising from the waves” 
 
From the position on one knee simply rise gracefully w/Temple Arms 
 
From the position on one knee simply rise gracefully utilizing a shoulder, hip or chest 
shimmy as a distraction  
 
From the position on one knee, lean forward, utilizing snake-arms directly in front of you and 
placing your weight on the forward leg. Push up and slightly forward on that leg while snake 
arms and upper torso pull and reach up and slightly forward until you’ ve pulled yourself up.  
 
 
 



Position 1  
On One Knee 
While utilizing snake-arms in front of you, lean over the forward leg, reaching froward with 
snake arms & looking someone in the eye - Then lean far back over back leg, continuing 
snake-arms at same level  
 
Lift and drop hip of raised leg in a stationary position, arms out to the side or one framing hip 
w/other over head 
 
Lift and drop hip of raised leg while scooting in a small forward turning circle, using the hip 
lift as momentum 
 
Place raised leg straight out to the side, resting weight on the side of the ball of the foot - toes 
pointed. Great for leg freezes, stomach rolls & flutters, chest shimmies, hip twists & 
horizontal hip figure eights (forward & reverse), & moving energy from the sky to the earth 
w/arms 
 
The forward leg extended straight out in front, toes pointed, arms extended over head in V 
shape for dramatic finale 

 
Extend Forward leg straight behind you , now push that leg back so you drop down to sit on 
the bent leg,  
 
While pushing the leg back and dropping down, arms are lifted out to the sides, balancing 
and lifting the upper torso. 

 
From the above position lean forward over bent leg, leading with the chest, then bow your 
head as close to your thigh as possible, rest back of hands at small of back. Carefully toss 
head back and pull back up, keeping hands behind your back tricky! 
To sit on both knees: lean all your weight on to one leg & simply pull the other leg under 
you, arrange your costume at the same time. 



 
Position 2 
Upright Kneeling  
Utilize- 
Head movements 
Arm movements 
Rib-cage movements 
Hip twists 
Hip circles 
Hip figure 8’ s 
The Wave (like a mermaid swimming up through the waves) 
Head Fling & Rolls 
 
Fanny Crescents- 
Create a U-shaped drop, starting with pushing hip up and out on one side, let the bottom 
sweep back and down in a half circle, ending up pushing up and out on the other side 
 
Drop hip over to one side and sit, reverse 
 
Back bends 
 
Back bend yoga posture 
(grab your ankles & thrust your pelvis to the ceiling) 
 
Supported slant-board back with hip twists 
Support a back bend with with straight arms behind you. Keep torso straight and twist pelvis. 
Experiment with fast, slow, big & little movements. 



 
Position 3 
Sitting on your heels 
Uitilize- 
Head movements 
Arm movements 
Rib-cage movements 
Hip Figure 8’ s 
Sitting on your heels cont. 
Head flinging & rolls 
Hand Meditations 
Framing the Head 
 
 
Position 4 
Lying flat on the floor between your legs 
Supported slant board drop (keep torso straight) back between legs 

 
 
Utilize  
Hands movements 
Arm movements 
Stomach Rolls/Flutters 
Chest shimmies 
 
Sweeping arm circle across front of body to get up 
 



 
HEAD TOSSING  
 
Crescents 
 
Loops 
 
Accent on one side 

 
Position 5 
Sitting w/legs tucked to the right or left 
Utilize: 
Face Framing 
 
Hand/Arm Work 
 
Fanny Spins 

 
Position 6 
Leaning on arm 1 leg straight or bent 
Position #6 
Leaning on arm 1 leg straight or bent 
Large torso circle that rolls chest towards floor 



 
Torso circle variation that lifts & stretches pelvis up & forward 
 
Trace patterns in the Well  
-legs in all combinations 
 
The Arch 
(one leg straight out to the side, hip lifted) 
Utilize: 
Sweeping arm gestures 
Stomach Rolls/Flutters 
Body Undulations 
Trace a circle with toe 
Hip Circles 
Hip Figure 8’ s 
Leg Freezes 
 
 

   
Traveling on the floor 
Lift & Move 
Lift a knee up and move it slightly forward or to the side. Follow with th left. 
 
Pulling your thighs together on a wooden floor while in position 2 
 
Rolling in a circle 
(good for balance work) 
Lie down straight on the floor with your head lifted to look at audience. Roll over in a circle, 
keeping your head up and your body straight. Use your hands to help. 



NOTES FOR FLOOR WORK 
Practice  
Dropping down to one knee, then spring back up without losing your balance or posture 
(really work those legs!) 
 
Accent the rhythms by hitting your zils (or just your fingertips) on the floor to mark the beat, 
then pop back up. remember- do not lean forward when striking the zils, but squat, keep the 
back straight, head up and stretch those arms. 
 
Taking your time in floorwork; move slowly, fluidly, with a strong, controlled attitude. 
 
While balancing something on your head 
 
Practice to different speeds & styles of music 
 
Remember 
Always make sure the space for floor work is clear of dangers like rocks, twigs, glass, 
splinters, lit cigarettes, beads, coins etc.! 
 
Floor work can be very hard on the knees! Always maintain good control. If it hurts don’ t do 
it! Never allow your knees to slam to the floor, it takes controlled movement and strong leg 
muscles to do floorwork. Never ask more of your knees than they can handle. You can 
permanently injure yourself! 
  
It may be slightly uncomfortable when you first begin, but as long as you have no injuries 
you’ ll eventually get used to it. Like getting beyond the “dizzies” when spinning, just stick 
with it. Feel free to wear knee pads when practicing, or utilize a safe and stable rug, look out 
for rug burns! If using a rug, take great care to make sure it can’t slip out from under 
you! 
 
Be careful not to over stretch, take it slow and easy until you’ ve built up the muscle and 
stretch required for floor work. 
 
A great place to practice floorwork is outside on nice soft grass or in the sand! Campfires are 
wonderful places for floorwork, just don’ t get too close! 
 
When descending: 
back straight, head up; shoulder & back-posture are important! 
 
Changing levels is very interesting to the audience & is utilized often in Turkish Cabaret 
Style. Keep in mind giving the audience profile views of your floorwork & avoid giving 
them knees and feet. Take great care when flinging the Head, you never want to crash into 
the floor! 
 
It might take a while to get used to floorwork with a costume. You must remember to 
position the costume so that you don’ t get wrapped up in it, or tripped by it & so that you 
don’ t accidentally show more flesh or under garments than intended. 



FLOORWORK    with     SHIBAR 
 

DESCENDING 
Descend gracefully & quickly to one knee 

                               
W/Hip Figure 8’s (horizantal -up- over- out-d own is shown) 

                           
ASCENDING 

Simply rise gracefully-“like Venus rising from the waves” 

                     
ASCENDING 

         
From the position on one knee, lean forward, utilizing snake-arms directly in front of 
you and placing your weight on the forward leg. Push up and slightly forward on that 

leg while snake arms and upper torso pull and reach up and slightly forward until 
you’ve pulled yourself up. 



Position - 1 - On One Knee  

             
Lift and drop hip of raised leg in a stationary position - arms out to the side, over head 
or one framing hip w/other over head 

 
 

Position - 1 - On One Knee 

       
Lean over the forward leg, reaching forward with expressive arm movements  

 
 
 

Position - 1 

              
 
 

Full lunge 

           
 



       
Position - 1  - On One Knee 

Place raised leg straight out to the side, resting weight on the side of the ball of the foot - 
toes pointed - great for Leg Freezes–Stomach Rolls & Flutters - Chest Shimmies- Hip 

Twists & horizontal Hip Figure 8’s (forward & reverse), & moving energy from the sky 
to the earth w/arms 

 
Position  - 1  - On One Knee 

            
Extend forward leg straight behind you - now push that leg back, so you drop down to 
sit on the bent leg. While pushing the leg back and dropping down, arms can be lifted 
out to the sides, balancing and lifting the upper torso. 
 
Positon - 1 

 
Sitting on back leg (executing Turkish punch) 



Position  - 2 - Upright Kneeling  

      
To sit on both knees: lean all your weight on to one leg & simply pull the other leg 

under you 
Position  - 2 - Upright Kneeling 

             
Utilize- Hip Figure 8’s 

 
Position  - 3 - Sitting on your heels 

      
Uitilize- Arm movements - Rib-cage movements - Hip Figure 8’s  

 
Position  - 6 - Leaning on arm 1 leg straight or bent 

         
Tracing Patterns 



Position - 6 - Leaning on arm 1 leg straight or bent 

          
 

        
The Arch 

 

   
 

Traveling 

       
 

 



Veil Work 

    
 

        
 

Head Tossing 

        
 

       
 

       
 



A QUICK COMPARISON BETWEEN TURKISH & EGYPTIAN STYLES 
 
Dance Styles 
Egypt   
Gliding steps, scooching steps 
Predictable repitition 
Refined 
Little floorwork (except Ghawazii) 
Posture- legs close together, accenting hourglass shape and intricate hip work 
Troupe work 
 
Turkey 
Quick staccotto running, jumping, skiping 
9/8 rhythms and sudden changes of direction add an element of chaos 
Aggressive and less refined, angular and asymetrical 
Floorwork  
Posture-S-Shaped arms, legs apart accenting hard broad pelvic thrusts and tilts 
Usually solo or just a gaggle of girls 
 
GESTURES 
Egypt   
Delicate hands, ocassionally sagat (except Ghawazii, who always play sagat) 
Head-slides 
No touching of the body, except to adjust costume, or touching the face 
 
Turkey -  
Fists, zils, spoons 
Head-slides that “pop”, Head flings 
Dividing and pounding the body 
Gestures which seem to represent everyday activities such as: 
Washing, baking, stirring, hitting 
 
 
CABARET COSTUMES 
Egyptian  
Beaded Bra and Belt w/tummy cover 
Straight skirts 
Three panel Circle Skirt - 7 yards 
Circle skirts, sometimes shaped like tulip skirt with sheer second skirt 
Harem Pants 
High Heels 
Costume adornment utilized  
Flat Bead Work 
Sequins 
Beaded Fringe 
V-shaped Beaded Fringe 
Palettes 
Rhinestones 
Accessories utilized  
Wrist cuffs 



Ankle cuffs 
Head pieces 
 
Turkish  
Spaghitti strap tiny beaded bra’ s, sometimes asymetrical 
Beaded Belts often cut to rise high on the thigh like a french cut bikini. Often the edges are 
sculpted into different dramatic designs. 
Tiny 2 panel skirts that show lots of leg 
Shredded circle skirt 
Cuffed harem pants 
Very high heels 
Costume adornment utilized  
Flat Bead Work 
Textured bead & sequin work 
Sequins 
Beaded Fringe 
V-shaped Beaded Fringe 
Palettes 
Rhinestones 
Accessories utilized  
Wrist cuffs 
Ankle cuffs 
Head pieces with a small veil attatched, crowns 
  
PROPS/ACCESSORIES 
Egypt   
Sagats (sometimes) 
Veils for intro 
Shammadan 
Asaya 
Canes 
 
Turkey -  
Zils 
Veils for intro 
Skirts 
Turkish Spoons 
Canes(Baston) 
 


